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I’am interested in the printed quality of imagery
“Hang in there” is the title of the first solo show by Manor Grunewald at A+B gallery in
Brescia (IT) where will be presented a new series of paintings and sculptures and the
gallery space will be transformed in poliedric installation.
Manor Grunewald’s experimental work (painting, sculpture, installation and prints)
questions the reproducibility of images and the potential errors generated by their
duplication. His work is inscribed in our digital age, saturated with media and images,
where abstract painting can establish a new material presence. Mostly using familiar
images, either reproduced by being photocopied so many times they end up obscured or
vanished through a process of fading duplication, Grunewald breaks the boundaries
between popular images and abstraction.
In Manor Grunewald practice found footage functions more as buckets and tubes of paint
in the studio. It is a tool to get further on and see what happens after different functions
reproductions of it by a copy machine in black and white. The interest of the artist is on the
transformation of the subject and in the creation of a composition, as a collage, during the
process of reproduction with the copy machine. These last images printed are assembled
with others office tool, such as metal shelves and office design dividers. Everything now is
fixed, but potentially archived for a new process transformation.
Manor Grunewald. Born in Ghent, 1985 where he lives and works. NEXT EXHIBITION: solo show
at FALSEFORT STUDIO, Portland, USA; Solo show at FIFI PROJECTS, Mexico City, MX; Group
show at MLF gallery, Brussels, BE; RECENT EXHIBITIONS: 2017 “Nothing Compares To You”,
Manor Grunewald and Frederik van Simacy, at DE GARAGE, Mechelen, Belgium. (June-August
2017); “Silence Genious at Work”, Manor Grunewald and Simon Laureyn at JEROME PAUCHANT
Gallery, Paris (Jan – March 2017); “Print on Demand”, solo exhibition at RIOT, Ghent, Belgium.
SELECTION: 2017 Manor Grunewald at Berthold Pott Gallery, Cologne, DE; 2016 “Stand-Inn ***”,
JOHANNES VOGT gallery, New York, USA; Manor Grunewald and Vera Kox, at DUVE gallery,
Berlin, DE.

